
 MONTH - APRIL 
S.No Subject Activity Name Learning Outcome Material Required

1 English
Ms. Sakshi Seth

My dream house' - Students designed therir 
dream house and wrote a paragraph, 
highlighting the adjectives used.

To use ambitious adjectives Colured Sheets provided. Colours and pens.

Story Ending - Students gave a new twist 
and ending to an existing story and narrated 
it in the class.

Creative Expression Notebook

2 Spanish
Ms. Kashish Yadav

abecedario To learn the abecedario Youtube
los numeros To learn the Numbers Youtube

3 German
Ms. Kirtika Thakur

zahlenlied Introducing numbers in German Youtube video & online illustration
alphabet lied Introducing german alphabets pronounciation Youtube 
lesen und malen For better pronounciation & incorporating new vocab Worksheet with colors 

4 French
Ms. Khushboo Jain

Tu v/s vous Formal informal conversation Dialogues

5  ICT 
Ms. Garima Rajvanshi

Robo Actitity To understand concept of binary numbers Whiteboard, stylus
Pace the card in ascending order To read the binary numbers Cards with binary numbers

6 Math
Ms. Pooja Sharma

Square numbers & Cube numbers 
Foldable: Students created foldables for 
square numbers & cube numbers

To use square numbers & cube numbers Notebook

Mixed bag properties: Students arranged 
properties in a two way table in a best 
possible way

To understand factors, multiples & primes Notebook

7 Art & Design
Ms. Alphee Kumar

Colour wheel Learning Colour theory by creating ,Primary ,Secondary & Tertiary colour wheel Skecthbook 
Clay sculptures Creative Expression Pottery Clay 

8 Science
Ms Sarika Ahuja

Hands-on Simulation activity of Plant Cell 
and animal cell.

To be able to recognize the cell parts and their functions. Edible and inedible material which is easily available.

Building Blocks of Plant and Animal cell To understand the cells through different shapes. Worksheet
Plant and Animal cell Under Microscope To recognize the cell and its parts under the microscope Microscope and readymade slides

9 Global Perspectives
Ms. Sumita Bhatia

Skills in Global Perspectives- Pnemonics To become more effective global citizens, capable of analyzing, 
collaborating, communicating, evaluating, reflecting, and researching to 
address the complex challenges and opportunities of our interconnected world.

coloured sheets, colours

Video watch on different types of animals To justify your opinion and then reflect on your opinion when presented with 
new information.

ICT Lab, Notebook, colours

10 Well being
Ms. Vanya Chadha

Happiness journal This activity enabled the students towards understanding all the things which makes 
them happy.

A4 sheets and pens

Expressing perspectives This activity enabled the students towards expressing their view on the dimensions of 
wellbeing, they related well with.      

A4 sheets and pens

Dimensions of wellbeing This activity enabled the students towards applying their knowledge on the various 
dimensions of wellbeing.    

Conceptual videos and Group presentation


